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Jamming

oncolloidal
Granular
Matter and gran
Amorphous materials as diverse asJMBC
foams, course
emulsions,
suspensions
can jam into a rigid, disordered state where
they2010
withstand finite shear stresses before yie
11 Feb
we give a simple introduction to the surprising physics displayed by a very simple mo
Brian
Leiden)
for the jamming transition: frictionless,
softTighe
spheres (Instituut-Lorentz,
at zero temperature and
zero shea
through purely repulsive contact forces. This system starts to become rigid, i.e. go
the jamming transition, whenever the confining pressure becomes positive. We highlig
the remarkable geometrical features of the zero pressure jamming point, and discuss t
mechanical properties of these systems for small pressures.

Or, what do sand, foam, emulsions,
colloids, glasses etc. have in common?
PACS numbers: 61.43.-j, 64.70.D-, 83.80.Fg, 83.80.Hj, 83.80.Iz
Or, transitions to rigidity
in disordered media
I. OVERVIEW

ryday materials, such as sand, toothpaste,
and shaving foam, exhibit an intriguing mix
and solid-like behaviors, some familiar, some
but often poorly understood. What all these
ave in common is that they consist of disections of macroscopic constituent particles:
nse packings of solid grains (Fig. 1a), toothense packing of (colloidal) particles in fluid

What we’re talking about
disordered materials (un)jam when they
lose rigidity
distance to jamming governs
geometric, mechanical, vibrational
and rheological properties
soft spheres - the Ising model of jamming

plus a break after 45 min.
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large ϕ
high pressure
frictional soft spheres is discussed

wet
small(er) ϕ
low pressure
a second fluid and stabilized by a surfactant

d foam for increasing wetness, approaching unjamming for φ ↓ 0.84 (adapted from [15] with permiss
cal Society).
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surface is being sheared
= force parallel to surface
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Flowing grains:
Jaeger and Nagel,
U. Chicago

Two Gedankenexperimente
2. Tilting a sandpile
more generally:

σyield = σ(θc )
sandpile

σ = σ(θ)

flowing layer

shearing force
shear stress =
surface area
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Jamming and rigidity

Point J

doesn’t

!c
packing fraction !

transition between states
rigid not rigid
disordered disordered
without changing
temperature!

Jamming and rigidity

“new and improved” version
van Hecke 2010

σ

we will focus here

1/φ

Liu & Nagel, Nature 1995

shear
stress

inverse
packing
fraction

Why study jamming?
Nonequilibrium phase transition
(hope for) universality
many properties governed by one
attribute: distance to transition
some materials (or models) more
convenient than others

Soft spheres:
Model system
assumptions
all particles are spheres
particles can deform
-- not perfectly rigid
contact forces only
repulsive forces only
no friction!

Soft spheres:
Model system
fij = k(Ri + Rj − |!ri − !rj |)

α

α=1
α = 3/2
force a function of
overlap of spheres
not touching: no force

Ri + Rj
1

“Hookean”
“Hertzian”

Soft spheres: Local vs. Global
Local
force
dimensionless
overlap

f
|"rj − "ri |
δ =1−
Ri + Rj

f ∼ δα

Global
pressure

p

strain

L

(1 − !)L

(exaggerated)

∆V
∆φ
!=
=
V
φ

‘Trivial’ or ‘Naive’ Scaling
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f ∼δ

α
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Global
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α
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affine
smooth
continuum-like
far from point J

non-affine
disordered
obviously discrete
near point J

s

Non-affine Elasticity:
Transformatio
illustration:

Affine: Going Halfway

C. Maloney, CMU

(i)
affine

Non-affine Elasticity: Transformation
Uniform strain. Forces != 0.

simple shear:

!

x!
y!

"

=

!

(ii)

"
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Mechanics: Bulk modulus K
bulk modulus
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1 2
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bulk modulus
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Mechanics: Shear modulus G
!L

shear modulus

U = 2G!
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simple guess (yet again): deformation is affine,
local motion can be inferred from global
shear should be just like compression
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NO! completely wrong!
α− 12
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δ (see equation (2)). The closed symbols denote moduli calculated by forcing the particles to move affinely and the open

Mechanics: Shear modulus G
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shear
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α/π
Figure 13. (a) Illustration of definition of displacement angle α . ((b) and (c)) Probability distributions P(α) for compression (b) and shear (c)
peak: motion not affine

for Hertzian particles in two dimensions. The three pressures indicated correspond to z ≈ 6.0, z ≈ 4.5 and z ≈ 4.1, respectively (adapted
from [30] with permission—copyright by the American Physical Society).

we were justonlucky!
ordered lattices [66], but similar results are expected to hold

equation (8) the terms ∼ u # and u ⊥ have opposite signs. What
is the relative contribution of these terms, and can we ignore the
latter? Surprisingly, even though δ % 1, equation (15) predicts
that the two terms are of equal magnitude in soft modes, and
so for a linear response one needs to be cautious.
It has become clear that the balance of the terms is never so
precise as to qualitatively
change the magnitude of the energy
!
k (u 2 ) scale similarly [31, 62].
changes: #E and 1

on irregular lattices.
While it has been suggested that jamming of frictionless
spheres corresponds to the onset of rigidity percolation [59],
there are significant differences, for example that the contact number varies smoothly through the rigidity percolation
threshold but jumps at the jamming transition
[2]. NeverEllenbroek
PRL
theless, it is instructive to compare the response of random

2006

Geometry: Counting contacts
Frictionless spheres
at Point J
z
N
1
zN
2

avg # contacts per grain
grains
contacts (and contact forces)

“kissing constraint”
O’Hern group, Yale

|!ri − !rj | = Ri + Rj

z ≤ 2D

!

z ≥ 2D

force balance

j

f!ij = 0

three-dimensional system of monodisperse spheres of radius 1
illustrates the abundance of near contacts close to jamming
(!φ = 10−8 here). Reproduced from [42] with
permission—copyright by the American Physical Society.

We will see below that many other scaling relations (for
elastic moduli, for the density of state and for characteristic
scales) are intimately related to the scaling of z and the contact
number scaling can be seen as the central non-trivial scaling in
this system. (In frictional and non-spherical packings, similar
scalings for z are found.)
A subtle point is that the clean scaling laws for !z
versus !φ are only obtained if one excludes the rattlers
when counting contacts, but includes them for the packing
fraction [2]. Moreover, for individual packings the scatter
in contact numbers at a given pressure is quite substantial—
see, for example, figure 9 from [52]—and smooth curves such
as shown in figure 7(a) can only be obtained by averaging
over many packings. Finally, the density φ is usually defined
by dividing the volume of the undeformed particles by the
box size, and packing fractions larger than 1 are perfectly
reasonable. Hence, in comparison to packing fractions defined
by dividing the volume of the deformed particles by the box
size, φ is larger because the overlap is essentially counted
double. Even though none of these subtleties should play a role
for the asymptotic scaling close to jamming in large enough
systems, they are crucial when compared to experiments and
also for numerical simulations.

Geometry: Counting contacts
3.4. Relating contact numbers and packing densities away
from J

how should z depend on distance to Point J?
Below jamming, there are no load bearing contacts and the
contact number is zero, while at point J the contact number
attains the value 2d . How does the contact number grow for
systems at finite pressure? Assuming that (i) compression of
packings near point J leads to essentially affine deformations
and that (ii) g(r ) is regular for r > 1, z would be expected
to grow linearly with φ : compression by 1% would then bring
particles that are separated by less than 1% of their diameter
into contact, etc. But we have seen above that g(r ) is not
regular, and we will show below that deformations are very
far from affine near jamming—so how does z grow with φ ?
Many authors have found that the contact number grows
with the square root of the excess density !φ := φ −
φc [2, 15, 20, 25] (see figure 7). O’Hern et al have studied this
scaling in detail and find that the excess contact number !z :=
z − z c scales as !z ∼ (!φ)0.50±0.03, where z c , the critical
contact number, is within error bars equal to the isostatic value
2d [2]. Note that this result is independent of dimension,

simple guess: compression is like inflating grain radii
(affine approximation)
close gaps make new contacts
would give...

∆z ∼ ∆φ

!

3.4.1. Connections
between
contact
number scaling, g(r ) and
but NO!
∆z
∼
∆φ
marginal stability. The scaling of !z can be related to the

2d

O’HernFigure
et al,
PRE
7. (a)
Excess2002
contact number z − z c as a function of excess density φ − φc . Upper curves represent monodisperse and bidisperse

Geometry: Counting contacts
chicken, meet egg
what went wrong?
close gaps

make new contacts

∂z
∼ g(1 + δ)
∂δ

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 22 (2010) 033101
…assumes prob(gap size)
~ const… but it’s not

R = 1/2

r
g(r) r dΩ dr
d

prob. of finding another
grain centered within
dr of r

r−1

Figure 6. The pair correlation function g(r > 1) of a
three-dimensional system of monodisperse
spheres
of radius
1
O’Hern et
al, PRE
2002

Summary: Nontrivial Scalings
geometry
excess contacts:

∆z ∼

!

divergence in radial dist. fn.:

1
g(r) ∼ √
r−1

∆φ

elasticity
bulk modulus:

shear modulus:

K ∼ ∆φα−1
ratio:

G ∼ ∆φ

α−1/2

G
∼ ∆z
K

Vibrations: Density of States
write down eom for each grain
matrix equation

−K̂u + Fext

no ext. force

displacement

eigenvalue eqn
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strain softening
evident yield stress?

data: Tighe, Woldhuis, Remmers, van Saarloos and van Hecke

Beyond Linear Response: Flow
empirical fact:
many soft matter systems obey Herschel-Bulkley rheology

σ = σy + Aγ̇

β

∆
σ
∼
(∆φ)
combine with
y
!
"β
σ
γ̇
=
1
+
A
(∆φ)∆
(∆φ)∆/β

suggests rescaled coordinates

Beyond Linear Response: Flow
σ/|∆φ|∆
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FIG. 4: Rescaling of the elastic component of the shear stress
when using a linear (α = 1) viscous drag force.
also:

Olsson & Teitel PRL 2007
Hatano JPSJ 2008, PRE 2009
Tighe et al., in prep.
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Why study jamming?
(hope for) universality

many properties governed by one
attribute: distance to transition

some materials (or models) more
convenient than others

not so much:
force law, friction, particle
shape all matter

Why study jamming?
(hope for) universality

many properties governed by one
attribute: distance to transition

some materials (or models) more
convenient than others

not so much:
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shape all matter

kind of…
geometry and elasticity ~
distance to isostaticity

Why study jamming?
(hope for) universality

not so much:
force law, friction, particle
shape all matter

many properties governed by one
attribute: distance to transition

kind of…
geometry and elasticity ~
distance to isostaticity

some materials (or models) more
convenient than others

definitely!
first experiments on
“frictionless spheres” are
turning up now…
foams, emulsions, etc.
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